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ARTICLE [ 
RECOGNITION 
The General Brown Board of Education, having determined that the General Brown School Related Personnel 
Union is supported by a majority of the non-teaching personnel in a unit composed of cafeteria personnel, cleaners, 
custodians, secretaries, account clerks, nurses, occupational therapists, aides, and transportation personnel, hereby 
recognizes the General Brown School Related Personnel Union as the exclusive negotiating agent for the members 
in such unit. Such recognition entitles the Union to unchallenged representation status until seven months prior 
to the expiration of this contract, and thereafter as agreed pursuant to 208 of the Taylor Law. 
General Brown Board of Education has designated certain employees as confidential in accordance with the 
criteria set forth in Section 201.7 of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act. 
The employer agrees not to negotiate with any other non-teaching organization as long as this organization can 
demonstrate that it represents over 50% of the non-instructional personnel, or has been duly divided as provided 
in Section 105.5 of the Board's by-laws covering Article 14 of the Civil Service Law (1970). 
In accordance with said law, the General Brown School Related Personnel Union affirms that it does not assert 
the right to strike against any government, to assist or participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation to 
conduct, assist or participate in such a strike. 
ARTICLE II 
PREAMBLE 
This agreement entered into this 2.3' aay of OcA-obc^" , 2009, by and between the Chief School Officer of 
the General Brown School District, hereinafter called the "Employer" and the General Brown School Related 
Personnel Union, hereinafter called the "Union" for General Brown School Related Personnel unit members. 
ARTICLE III 
PURPOSES 
The Employer and the Union recognize and declare that providing a quality education for the children of the 
General Brown School District is their mutual aim and that the character of such education depends upon the 
quality and morale of non-instructional personnel. 
To promote a good relationship with the student body, faculty members, and other non-instructional staff members. 
To promote good public relations. 
To promote a good relationship between the General Brown Central School School Related Personnel Union and 
the Employer. 
To promote the efficiency of all functions of the General Brown Central School System. 
To promote the general welfare of the unit members. 
ARTICLE IV 
OBLIGATION 
The Board of Education and the School Related Personnel Union agree that the Chief School Officer, assisted by 
the building principals and supervisors of divisions, must implement State laws and regulations, carry out Board 
policy, and make day-by-day decisions on many matters not covered by this agreement, as well as putting into 
effect the agreements contained herein or agreed hereafter. 
The Employer has a statutory obligation, pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil Service Law (Chapter 392 of the Laws 
of 1967, Public Employees Fair Employment Act), to negotiate with the Union as the representative of its 
bargaining unit members with respect to wages, salaries, hours, and other terms and conditions. 
In consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE V 
PAYROLL 
A. The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of unit members, dues for the General Brown School 
Related Personnel Union, as said members individually and voluntarily authorize the District to deduct, 
and to transmit the monies promptly to the treasurer of the bargaining unit. 
B. Deductions referred to above will be made in equal installments starting on the first check after September 
25 through the end of the school year. The District will not be required to honor for any month's 
deduction any authorizations that are delivered later than one (1) week prior to the distribution of the 
payroll from which the deductions are to be made. Any amount the unit member then authorizes will be 
taken out in equal installments between authorization date and the time unit members on the regular 
deduction plan would have paid their last deduction. 
C. NYSUT Benefit Trust 
1. The District will deduct from the salaries of those unit members participating in the Trust an 
amount authorized by said unit member on Benefit Trust forms. 
2. The deductions will commence on the second pay period of the school year and will continue for 
twenty (20) consecutive pay periods in a school year. 
3. The authorization may be amended or withdrawn at the discretion of the member. 
4. The monies deducted will be forwarded by the District to the Trust as deducted. 
5. The District shall be saved harmless for any litigation or proceeding brought forth as a result of 
its deductions or any provisions of the Trust or the administration of the Trust. 
D. Twice a month the District will provide the bargaining unit treasurer with a list of members, authorized 
deductions, and a check for the amount deducted. 
E. Dues deduction will continue from year to year unless the District is notified in writing by the individual 
unit member or, in the event of the termination of employment in the District, of the individual. 
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F. 403b Plans 
The Board will provide the opportunity for unit members to participate by payroll deduction in one of the 
403b plan programs according to the conditions established. If three (3) or more unit members desire a 
plan not on the District's current list of plans, the new plan must be approved by the District's Plan 
Administrator. 
G. All employees will agree to have their payroll checks deposited by direct deposit. 
ARTICLE VI 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Purpose 
School boards, teachers, and non-instructional personnel share the responsibility for the best possible education 
for our boys and girls. Pupils of General Brown Central School District will be best served by personnel who are 
themselves contributing to the overall educational program at their maximum ability. In this process, various real 
or assumed grievances tend to reduce the employees' effectiveness and thereby decreases the quality of the 
educational team's service to pupils. We believe that orderly procedures to reduce dissatisfaction by attempting 
to resolve problems will result in a more satisfactory and effective educational program for all concerned. It is 
hoped that clearly defined grievance procedures will contribute to a quick, orderly and fair solution of differences. 
Resolution of Board of Education 
The Board of Education of General Brown Central School hereby establishes the following procedures for orderly 
settlement of grievances of its employees (as provided in Article 16, Chapter 554, of General Municipal Law) to 
be effective July 1, 1963, and directs that copies be filed with the District Clerk, Education Department, Labor 
Department, and circulated to school personnel and Civil Service Commission. 
Definitions 
Non-instructional employee - shall mean any position other than that of teacher as defined below. 
Teacher - shall mean a position requiring State Education Department certification. 
Building Principal - shall mean the person assigned immediate supervision and authority over the building. 
Immediate Supervisor - shall mean the one to whom the unit member is directly responsible (e.g. operations 
manager, cafeteria manager, director of transportation, building principal). 
Representative - an attorney or other person designated by the aggrieved to assist in his behalf. 
Grievance - shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, unreasonable request or inequitable application 
of the contract, existing rules, regulations, or policies involving the unit member. 
Basic Principles 
1. Informal solution of differences or grievances is urged and encouraged at all stages of a proceeding. We 
recommend and encourage the continuance of efforts to solve problems at the informal stage level 
between personnel and their superior before bringing a complaint to the second stage. 
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2. Nothing contained in the provisions hereof shall be construed as abrogating or diminishing the duty and 
responsibility of every bargaining unit member to obey and carry out promptly all lawful orders and 
instructions. Orders and instructions must be obeyed and grievance procedures invoked later. 
3. Personnel shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with these procedures, free from 
coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal. 
4. Members of the bargaining unit shall have the right to be represented at any stage of the grievance 
procedure by a General Brown SRP union representative of their choice. If selected person is not 
available during the workday, meetings can be held outside the workday with no additional pay. 
5. Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times to all written statements and records 
pertaining to such case. 
6. All hearings shall be confidential. 
7. It shall be the responsibility of the Chief School Officer of the district to take such steps as may be 
necessary to give force and effect to these procedures. Supervisors and building principals shall have the 
responsibility to consider promptly each grievance presented to him and make a determination within the 
authority delegated to him within the time specified in these procedures. 
8. The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and proper treatment under the existing laws, rules, 
regulations, and policies which relate to or affect the bargaining unit member in the performance of his/her 
assignment. They are not designed to be used for changing such rules or establishing new ones. 
9. A grievance shall be deemed waived if not raised at the First Stage within fifteen (15) days of the 
occurrence giving rise to the grievance. 
Procedures 
1. FIRST (informal) STAGE - The aggrieved shall orally present his/her grievance to his/her immediate 
supervisor who shall orally and informally discuss the grievance. The immediate supervisor shall render 
a determination to the aggrieved within five school days after the grievance has been presented to him/her. 
If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this stage, the aggrieved may proceed to the second stage. 
2. SECOND STAGE -
a. Within five school days after a determination has been made at the preceding stage, the aggrieved 
may make a written request to the Chief School Officer or his/her designee for review and 
determination. If the Chief School Officer designates a person to act in his behalf, he/she shall 
also delegate full authority to render a determination in his/her behalf. 
b. The Chief School Officer and his/her designee shall immediately notify the aggrieved unit 
member, immediate supervisor and any other administrator previously rendering a determination 
in the case to submit written statements to him/her within five school days setting forth the 
specific nature of the grievance, the facts relating thereto, and the determination(s) previously 
rendered. 
c. If such is requested in the written statement of either party pursuant to paragraph b above, the 
Chief School Officer or his/her designee shall notify all parties concerned in the case, of the time 
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and place when an informal hearing will be held where such parties may appear and present oral 
and written statements supplementing their position in the case. Such hearing shall be held within 
live school days of receipt of the written statements pursuant to paragraph b. 
d. The Chief School Officer or his/her designee shall render his/her determination within ten school 
days after the written statement pursuant to paragraph b have been presented to him/her. 
e. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this stage, the aggrieved may proceed to the 
appellate stage. 
3. THIRD (appellate) STAGE - The Board of Education of General Brown Central School, acting in their 
corporate capacity with a quorum present, shall render final appellate decision within the limitations of 
employees' rights under law. The procedure of the appellate stage shall be as follows: 
a. The aggrieved may, within five school days of the determination by the Chief School Officer or 
his designee, make a written request to the president of the Board of Education for review of the 
case at their next regularly scheduled meeting. 
b. The Chief School Officer shall upon request of the President of the School Board submit all 
written statements concerning the case. 
c. The President of the Board of Education or his/her designee shall notify all parties concerned of 
the time and place when a hearing will be held. Each party concerned shall have the right to 
present further statements at such hearing. 
d. The Board of Education shall render its report to all parties concerned in written form within five 
school days after conclusion of the hearing. Such report shall include a statement of finding of 
fact and conclusions. 
e. It shall be the duty of the Chief School Officer to implement the conclusions and issue written 
directives to the aggrieved and supervisory personnel concerned within two days after receiving 
the Board's written conclusions. 
ARTICLE VII 
PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING NEGOTIATIONS 
1. Negotiating Teams - Designated representatives of the employer will meet with representatives designated 
by the bargaining unit members for the purpose of discussion and reaching mutually satisfactory 
agreements. Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the selection of the negotiating 
or negotiating representatives from within or outside the school district. While no final agreement shall 
be executed without ratification by the Union and the Employer, the parties mutually pledge that their 
representatives will be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make proposals, consider 
proposals, and reach compromises in the course of negotiations. 
2. Opening Negotiations - Upon a request of either party for a meeting to open negotiations, a mutually 
acceptable meeting date shall be set not more than 15 days following such request. In any given school 
year, such request shall be made on or before February 15. All issues proposed for discussion shall be 
submitted in writing by the representatives at the first meeting. It is likewise recognized that matters may 
from time to time arise of vital mutual concern of the parties which were not on the agenda for negotiation 
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or grievances in interpretation of negotiable items. It is in the public interest that the opportunity for 
mutual discussion of such matters be provided. The parties accordingly agree to cooperate in arranging 
meetings, selecting representatives for discussion, furnishing necessary information, and otherwise 
constructively considering and resolving any such matters, provided the solution does not involve 
increasing a budget item during the school year on a budget already approved by the people. The second 
meeting and all necessary subsequent meetings shall be called at times mutually agreed by the parties. 
3. Negotiation Procedures - Designated representatives of the Employer shall meet at such mutually agreed 
upon places and times with representatives of the Union for the purpose of effecting a free exchange of 
facts, opinions, proposals and counter-proposals in an effort to reach mutual understanding and agreement 
on items which have been determined as "negotiable". Both parties agree to conduct such negotiations 
in good faith and to deal openly and fairly with each other on all matters. Following the initial meetings 
as described in paragraph 2 above, such additional meetings shall be held as the parties may require to 
reach an understanding on the issues or until an impasse is reached. Meetings shall not exceed three (3) 
hours and shall be held at a time other than the regular school day. 
4. Exchange of Information - Both parties shall furnish each other upon reasonable request, information 
pertinent to the issues under consideration. 
5. Reaching Agreement - When consensus is reached covering the areas under discussion, the proposed 
agreement shall be reduced to writing as a memorandum of understanding and submitted to the Union and 
the Employer for approval. Following approval by a majority of the Union membership and by the Chief 
School Officer, the Board will take such actions as are necessary to make them official. 
6. Resolving Differences - All fees and expenses of any procedure to resolve impasse shall be borne equally 
by both parties where necessary. 
ARTICLE VIII 
ABSENCES, LEAVES, VACATIONS 
A. Bereavement: 
In the event of death in a unit member's immediate family (spouse, child; or parent, grandparent, brother, 
or sister related by blood, marriage, or legal adoption), such unit member will be allowed not more than 
five (5) days of absence with full pay. The Chief School Officer is authorized to grant up to one day 
absence on the death of a more distant relative (or friend). Bereavement leave shall not be accumulated, 
and shall not be deducted from sick leave. 
B. Conferences and Workshops: 
A conference request form must be submitted to the building principal as far in advance as possible, but 
not later than the 5th of the month. Building principal's approval should be secured and the form 
submitted to the Chief School Officer before the second Tuesday of each month for his approval and 
inclusion on the Board of Education agenda. 
C. Workman's Compensation: 
If a unit member elects to receive sick leave with pay during the period of disability, the District will pay 
a unit member his/her regular salary. When a unit member is paid by Workman's Compensation 
Insurance, he/she will have sick days reinstated and the compensation check will be turned in to the 
District office. 
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If the unit member runs out of sick leave days, he/she cannot continue to receive pay from General Brown. 
He/she would then receive compensation pay only. 
D. Family Illness: 
A unit member shall be allowed to use up to five (5) days of their sick leave days per school year for 
absences due to sickness of a unit member's family. Family is defined per Article VIII, Section A. If the 
unit member has advance notice of the need to use sick leave for sickness of a unit member's family, then 
the unit member shall make a request to their Building Principal for the use of sick days for family illness, 
by setting forth in writing the circumstances for his/her request. The Building Principal may request 
documentation from the unit member confirming the use of the sick days requested. If the unit member 
has an immediate need to use a sick day(s) for family illness, thereby precluding the unit member from 
requesting the use of sick day(s) in advance from the Building Principal, the unit member shall notify the 
school of his/her absence by telephone and submit in writing the reason(s) for use of sick days for family 
illness upon his/her return to work. The Building Principal may request documentation from the unit 
member confirming the use of the sick day(s) so utilized by the unit member. 
E. Holidays: 
The following days shall be considered paid holidays: 
New Year's Day Veteran's Day 
Memorial Day Thanksgiving Day 
July 4 Friday after Thanksgiving Day 
Labor Day Christmas Day 
Columbus Day Good Friday 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
a. If a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday will be allowed; if the holiday falls on Sunday, 
the following Monday will be allowed providing the Friday or Monday are not regular school 
days on which students are in attendance. 
b. The unit member must work the day before and the working day after a holiday to receive holiday 
pay. 
c. All unit members, whether 12 months or less, shall receive these holidays if they fall within the 
period of their employment (subject to items a and b above). 
d. Holidays will count as 8 hours for calculation of overtime. 
e. Holidays are not chargeable against sick leave or vacation. 
f. These provisions shall not apply if such holiday falls within the unit member's scheduled 
vacation, or if absence is because of an illness, or authorized personal leave. When a unit member 
is required to work on a scheduled holiday, the unit member will have the option of a 
compensatory day with the approval of the building principal. Such compensatory time will be 
taken within five (5) days of the worked holiday. 
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F. Jury Duty: 
On proof of the necessity of jury service, a unit member shall be granted such leave of absence with pay. 
[n the event of jury service by a unit member, he/she shall receive his/her regular pay only and shall 
reimburse the district the amount per diem allowed for jury service, less mileage. If only called to report 
and released, unit member is expected to return to work. 
G. Military: 
Leaves of absence for the purpose of military service will be as required by law. 
H. Personal: 
Any personal leave requested immediately before or following a vacation period or a holiday must have 
the approval of the building principal and Chief School Officer. Failure to have prior approval will 
constitute a loss of pay. 
Personal leave shall provide: 
a. That three (3) days personal leave be given each unit member on an annual salary. 
b. Twenty four hours advance notice and permission of their immediate supervisor will be expected 
except in an emergency. 
c. Any unused personal leave at the end of each year shall be added to accumulated sick leave up 
to the total number of sick leave days as agreed upon in this contract. 
d. Unit members will not request the use of personal leave time to extend a school vacation or recess 
period. Personal leave will not be allowed to be used immediately preceding or following a 
school vacation or recess period. 
I. Religious Observance: 
A unit member absent from work because of religious observance on a day on which, by the discipline 
of his/her faith, he/she is precluded from work and is required to be in attendance at his place of worship 
for all or a major portion of the working day will receive his/her regular salary and such absence will not 
be charged against his/her personal leave, provided advance notice of at least one week is given by the 
unit member to his/her immediate supervisor. 
J. Sick Leave: 
a. Regulations do not apply to hourly, substitute, or temporary employees except as noted in Article 
XI. 
b. Regulations: 
1. Sick leave shall be credited to each salaried unit member as follows: 
Ten month employees - 12 days earned per year 
Ten and one-half month employees - 13 days earned per year 
Twelve month employees - 14 days earned per year 
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Anyone else qualifying to earn sick leave would be on the basis of one day per month. If a new 
unit member uses more than one day per month of sick leave in the first months of employment, 
lliese days will be deducted from his/her salary but he/she would be compensated for them in June 
if he/she has worked the allotted time and accumulated sufficient sick leave time. 
a. Whenever a unit member reaches maximum accumulation he/she will use annual 
credited sick leave before a reduction in accumulated sick leave becomes 
effective. Any such days unused shall not accumulate above the maximum 
accumulation. 
2. Unused sick leave days shall be permitted to accumulate over a period of years until the 
maximum is reached as follows: 
Ten month employees - 245 days 
Ten and one-half month employees - 255 days 
Twelve month employees - 265 days 
3. Any unit member who is unable to return to work after exhausting his/her sick leave may 
apply for leave of absence without pay for a period not exceeding six months. If the unit 
member at the expiration of such leave continues unable or for any reason fails to return 
to work, his/her employment then terminates and the Chief School Officer may make a 
new appointment to his/her former position. If the leave of absence is not approved by 
the Chief School Officer or if the leave has not been officially requested by the unit 
member, then the Chief School Officer may make a new appointment. 
4. For illness exceeding two consecutive work days, the unit member may be required to 
provide the Chief School Officer with a doctor's statement as proof of illness. After 
return to work, each unit member also shall submit a signed report of absence to the 
building secretary. For frequent absences, the Chief School Officer reserves the right to 
require a doctor's statement from the first day of absence. 
5. Unit members shall in case of sickness or personal leave notify his/her immediate 
supervisor and/or building principal as soon as possible. 
6. For absences during one-half or full days for reasons other than stated above, deduction 
from salary shall be made. These deductions shall apply even in cases where no 
substitute may be employed. Pay deduction also shall apply in cases where unit members 
have been absent beyond the leave days allowed for sickness, death, and personal 
reasons. 
7. Records for part or full days absences by unit members shall be kept by the district office 
by means of payroll reporting through the building secretary. 
8. Full-time unit members who exceed their sick or personal days will have their pay 
deducted pursuant to Article XVII B. 
9. Accumulated sick leave for 10 month employees-unit members working 6 hours or more 
daily will be allowed 12 work days per year. Unit members working 5.5 hours or less per 
day who change to 6 hours or more per day will have their unused sick leave time 
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converted to hours, divided by 6, and credit given to the closest day. The same procedure 
would apply if going from a 6 hour or more per day to 5.5 hours or less per day. 
Maternity Leave: 
Sick leave may be used only during such time as a physician's statement indicates that the unit member 
is unable to work. 
Snow Days or Emergency School Closing Days: 
1. 10-month employees will follow the student attendance schedule and will not be required to 
report to work. 
2. lO'/z-month employees will not report to work unless called to do so. 
3. 12-month employees wi II report to work unless excused. However, if weather conditions or other 
conditions are hazardous, there will be a reasonable delay in the beginning of the work day. 
4. Since 12-month employees are required to work on snow days or on emergency closing days, they 
will be allowed one (1) floating holiday July and August, with one week advance notice given to 
the District Office. If there are no snow days or emergency closing days in a school year, there 
will be no floating holiday. If there are one or more snow or emergency closing days in a school 
year, 12-month employees will be granted only one (1) floating holiday. 
Vacations: 
Unit members regularly employed full time for twelve (12) months of the year shall be entitled to an 
annual vacation with pay as follows: 
Upon completion of one year's employment - 1 week vacation 
Upon completion of three years' employment - 2 weeks vacation 
Upon completion of eight years' employment - 3 weeks vacation 
Upon completion of fifteen years' employment - 4 weeks vacation 
a. Vacation credits shall be used during the twelve month period following which they were earned. 
Bargaining unit members may carryover a maximum of 5 unused vacation days into the next 
school year. The carryover days shall not accumulate year to year. 
b. Whenever possible, the dates of vacation shall be mutually agreed upon, subject to the approval 
of the Chief School Officer. 
c. A request to the Superintendent for vacation shall be in writing with the approval of the 
department head and the building principal. Requests shall be in advance of requested time by 
at least two (2) weeks. In unusual circumstances a unit member may request in writing a vacation 
day(s) without the required two (2) week notice. The District may deny such request only when 
the District has exhausted all options available to them to adequately staff the building. This 
includes, but is not limited to offering overtime to unit members. 
d. The Chief School Officer shall maintain adequate records. 
e. Extra compensation in lieu of unused vacation time is not allowed. 
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f. Any vacation for 12 month employees (Examples: Christmas vacation, Spring vacation) shall be 
by assignment of the Chief School Officer. (Student vacations are not 12 month employee 
vacations.) 
g. Unit members working for less than twelve months of the year shall not receive annual vacation 
with pay. 
Administrative Leave: 
The Building Principal is authorized to grant such leave with the approval of the Chief School Officer in 
cases of extreme emergency or unusual circumstances. 
Effective September 1, 1998, employees working part-time in two different General Brown Departments 
may take up to 3 days of unpaid leave per school year from one department for the purpose of working 
in another department in a position the person is qualified for. The request for unpaid leave, including 
the reason for it, must be made to the Superintendent for his or her approval. The approval will not be 
denied arbitrarily. The District must be able to obtain a substitute if needed for the employee requesting 
the unpaid leave. The request must be made at least 24 hours in advance. 
Sick Leave Bank 
1. Goals 
A. A Sick Leave Bank (SLB) shall be available for all unit members as defined within the 
recognition statement contained in the current contract. 
B. Unit members, in the event of prolonged serious illness, injury, or physical disability and 
after having exhausted their accumulated personal sick leave days, may appeal to the Sick 
Leave Bank Committee for additional sick leave days. The constituted Sick Leave Bank 
Committee shall review and duly consider all applications for additional days. 
C. The rationale for the Sick Leave Bank is to at least partially protect subscribing members 
from the financial burden resulting from a prolonged serious illness, injury, or physical 
disability. The Sick Leave Bank is not intended to be a solution to the problem of 
exhausted sick leave days per se. For the purposes of this article, the term "prolonged 
physical disability" or "serious illness or injury" shall be defined as it is generally 
regarded by those in the medical profession. 
2. Membership 
A. Initial applications by present unit members for membership in the Sick Leave Bank shall 
be sent to the District Office, using the authorization form. The time period for joining 
the Sick Leave Bank will be specified upon the acceptance of the Sick Leave Bank by the 
District and the Union. Future applications for membership by present unit members 
must be made between July 1 and September 1 of any given year. Failure to comply with 
this time restraint will deny membership in this Bank until the next full school year. 
B. An initial contribution of one (1) day must be made from a member's accumulated sick 
leave days. Until the approximate maximum number of days has been reached, an annual 
contribution rate of at least one (1) day per school year must be made in order to retain 
membership. When the maximum number of days has been reached, additional days will 
be taken from the sick leave bank members only as needed. 
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C. The Bank shall be maintained with a minimum of thirty-five (35) days available. 
Maximum "Bank" days shall be held at approximately two hundred (200) days. 
D. The District Office will maintain a roster of Sick Leave Bank members (determined by 
the initial contribution) and the necessary days will be taken in proper order as needed 
to maintain the "bank" at between thirty-five (35) and approximately two hundred (200) 
days. At any time that the Sick Leave Bank contains less than thirty-five (35) days, the 
District will notify the President. The President will notify the members that an 
additional day must be contributed from each Sick Leave Bank member in order to 
maintain their membership in the "bank". The District will give to the President a written 
report of the usage of the "bank" in September and February of each school year. 
E. Members of the present bargaining unit, who do not initially join must upon joining later, 
make an initial contribution of sick days equal to the maximum total number of days they 
would have contributed if they had joined initially. (Example: If 5 days had been 
contributed by a member of the Sick Leave Bank, a member would have to contribute a 
maximum of 5 days upon joining). 
F. New employees at General Brown will not be eligible to join until thirty (30) days after 
initial employment. They will be added to the roster and make an initial contribution of 
one day. If any new staff members select not to join in their first year, paragraph E will 
become operable. 
G. Days contributed to the Sick Leave Bank shall not be refunded. Retiring employees can 
contribute only at the accepted rate for all other unit members. 
H. Unit members wishing to terminate membership in the Sick Leave Bank must notify the 
District Office between July 1 and September 1 of any given year. 
3. Procedures and Restrictions 
A. Members shall appeal to the Sick Leave Bank Committee for Sick Leave Bank benefits. 
Such requests will be sent to the Sick Leave Bank Committee in writing and detail the 
following: 
1. Nature of the prolonged serious illness, injury, or physical disability. 
2. Physician's recommendation (documented). 
3. An estimate of the days required. 
B. A member must have exhausted all his/her available days before they become eligible. 
Before any Bank days can become effective, there shall be a five (5) day unpaid waiting 
period after exhaustion of the member's accumulated days. 
C. Maximum benefits shall generally be limited to thirty-five (35) days. The Sick Leave 
Bank Committee has, at its discretion, the option of allowing an additional thirty (30) 
days if the severity of the hardship warrants such action. 
I. After July 1,2001, under no circumstances will Sick Leave Bank benefits extend 
the amount of sick leave benefit time off beyond the maximum total accumulated 
sick leave, per Article VIII, Section J, item 2. 
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D. Sick Leave Bank Committee 
1. The Sick Leave Bank Committee shall be composed of two (2) members of the 
Union and two (2) from the administration. Such favorable decisions as this 
Committee may make must be by majority vote in regard to all applications for 
Sick Leave Bank benefits. 
2. [f any application for Sick Leave Bank benefits has been denied, an appeal 
within ten (10) working days can be made to the Sick Leave Bank Committee to 
review and change its decision. Additional information may be submitted by the 
applicant. The committee has five (5) working days to consider and act on an 
appeal. The District Office must give written notification of the committee's 
decision to the applicant within five (5) working days after the committee has 
reached a decision. 
3. If the decision of the Sick Leave Bank Committee is not favorable at this time, 
the applicant may appeal in writing to the Superintendent of Schools and the 
Union President within five (5) working days of receiving the notification of the 
committee's decision. The Superintendent of Schools and the Union President 
will review the application and render a final and binding decision within five 
(5) working days of receipt of the written appeal. The District Office must give 
written notification of the Superintendent's and Union President's final decision 
to the applicant within five (5) working days. 
4. Absence of a majority vote is considered a denial of application. 
E. It is advantageous that the preceding guidelines be reviewed periodically with the Union 
President and the Superintendent of Schools, and where appropriate, to be revised. Any 
revisions must have the full acknowledgment in writing of both parties. 
F. The following general rules shall prevail: 
1. Benefits received from the Sick Leave Bank shall not be repaid by the individual. 
2. Benefits are applicable only to subscribing members and are not available for 
other than personal use. 
3. Benefits shall only be available so long as there are days in the "Bank." 
4. Benefits apply only to days on which the applicant would normally have worked. 
5. Benefits will be calculated by dividing the individual's annual salary as follows: 
a. 10-month employees - 180 days 
b. 10'/2-month employees - 195 days 
c. 12-month employees - 260 days 
G. 1. Any employee who reaches the maximum number of accumulated sick days shall 
have the option to donate any days accumulated beyond the specified maximum 
to the sick leave bank. 
2. An employee wishing to exercise this option must notify the Chief School 
Officer no later than June 15 of each year. 
3. Once an employee donates days to the sick leave bank, they become property of 
the sick leave bank and are non-refundable. 
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4. Any dispute arising from this Agreement shall be resolved in accordance with 
Article Vf, Grievance Procedure, ofthe parties' collective bargaining agreement. 
Q. Attendance Award 
Each member ofthe bargaining unit that has not used any sick, personal or unpaid leave days during the 
school year will receive an attendance award to be presented at the annual awards luncheon in June. 
Amounts are as follows: 
Position- 12 Months 
7 Hours 
8 Hours 
Position - 10 Months 
3 Hours 
4 Hours 
4.5 Hours 
5 Hours 
6 Hours 
7 Hours 
Position - 10.5 Months 
7 Hours 
8 Hours 
Award 
$875.00 
$1,000.00 
$325.00 
$425.00 
$475.00 
$525.00 
$650.00 
$750.00 
$775.00 
$875.00 
ARTICLE IX 
BENEFITS 
A. Health Insurance: 
The hours given an employee by appointment ofthe Board determine their contract time and eligibility 
for health insurance. If the employee is given additional work hours, these hours will be considered non-
contract time and not counted as hours worked for health insurance coverage. 
The District will pay Health Insurance premium costs for each unit member covered by this agreement 
as follows: 
1. Commencing July 1, 1999, each unit member working thirty (30) or more hours per week who 
elects to have health insurance will pay 10% ofthe premium cost for health insurance and the 
District will pay 90%. 
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2. Effective July I, 1979, for new employees who work more lhan 20 hours but less than 30 hours 
per week, the District will pay Ihe following percentage of health insurance premium costs: 
Individual 50%, Family 35%. 
3. Effective July I, 1979, the new employees who work less than 20 hours per week are not eligible 
for Health Insurance paid by the District. 
4. An IRS 125 Plan will be provided for unit members. Members may utilize this Plan for the 
payment of health and dental insurance premiums, unreimbursed medical, vision, and dental 
expenses, dependent care and any other allowed expenditures. 
5. Unit members eligible for benefits and who do not receive fully paid coverage on the individual 
and dependent, may arrange with the business office to purchase the coverage at the District's 
premium rate. 
6. Should the carrier for Health Insurance be changed, the District will provide for equivalent 
coverage as under present carrier. 
7. Once a unit member receives health insurance at a level specified in sections 1 - 5 above, he/she 
will not have that level reduced in the event his/her hours are cut by the District, for a period of 
two years only. This does not apply in the case of a unit member who voluntarily chooses to 
move to a job with fewer hours. 
8. The District will pay the following percentage of health insurance premiums for unit members 
who retire effective July I, 1989, and thereafter, according to the schedule below: 
15 Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 50% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
16 Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 60% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
17 Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 70% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
IS Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 80% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
19 Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 90% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
20 Yrs. Service in General Brown CSD - 100% of the pre-retirement premium percentage paid by District 
9. Health Insurance Buy-out: 
The District will offer the following options to any unit member who qualifies for health 
insurance coverage and does not wish to participate in the health insurance plan: 
a. If the unit member with family coverage or employee and dependent coverage drops such 
coverage, he/she will receive an amount of money equal to 25% of the current premium 
annually. 
b. If the unit member drops from family coverage, or from employee and dependent 
coverage to individual coverage, he/she will receive an amount of money equal to 25% 
of the difference between the premiums annually. 
c. If the unit member drops individual coverage, he/she will receive an amount of money 
equal to 25% of the current premium annually. 
d. Bargaining unit members not covered by the District provided health care plan will be 
eligible for the buyout plan, upon showing of alternative coverage, under paragraph G 
below. 
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e. Bargaining unit members who are eligible in iheir first year of employment will be 
covered by the District's health insurance plan, unless they choose the buyout. They will 
be eligible for this buy-out, upon showing of alternative coverage pursuant to paragraph 
G below. 
f. Bargaining unit members may drop the District provided heallh insurance coverage up 
until March 1, and will receive a pro-rated buy-out program after September 30. 
g. In order to drop coverage, the unit member must show proof of alternative non-District 
provided health insurance coverage. If the unit member is dropping family or employee 
and dependent coverage, he/she must present a notarized form (provided by the District) 
that indicates the spouse or dependent is aware of and in agreement with this change. 
Unit members will need to re-enroll annually for the buy-out option. Re-enrollment 
needs to be completed by July 1 each year. 
h. Payment for buy-out options will be made to unit members on the 25lh payroll check of 
each year. Anyone who qualifies to get back into the appropriate coverage will have their 
buy-out payment pro-rated accordingly. The 10% co-pay for the health premium will 
also be pro-rated accordingly. 
i. Any unit member who exercises option A, B, C, D, E, or F above will be allowed to get 
back into appropriate coverage, if family circumstances change, or during the open 
enrollment period. 
j . The provision of this section will commence July 1st. 
10. Effective July 1, 2006, ten (10) and ten and one-half (10'A) month employees will have their share 
of the health insurance premium deducted from their paycheck through the District's 125 Plan, 
effective with their first paycheck in September to include the months of July through August, the 
following school year. 
Twelve (12) month employees will have their share of the health insurance 
premium deducted from each paycheck, through the District's 125 Plan. 
The payroll schedule will be based on twelve months, 26 pay periods commencing in 
July. 
B. Retirement: 
1. The school district agrees to provide the New York State Improved Non-contributory Retirement 
Plan (Section 75e). 
2. Persons employed in full-time positions on or after July 1, 1976, must be enrolled as Retirement 
System members. Persons employed in temporary or part time positions may apply for 
membership, but are not required to do so. 
C. Effective July 1, 1986, the District shall make available $4000 annually to the unit for participation in a 
dental insurance plan. The plan shall be selected by the Union subject to the approval of the Board, not 
later than February 1, 1986. 
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ARTICLE X 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
General Provisions: 
1. When school is closed for student classes, one-half day session, or for a day (Conference Day or 
Work Day), all unit members shall be expected to work unless excused by the Building Principal 
or Chief School Officer. 
2. When beginning employment, and at anytime as requested by the Chief School Officer, all 
personnel shall undergo a medical examination, including chest x-ray or Heaf test. The medical 
examination will be at district expense and given by the school physician. 
3. Determination of previous experience for the purpose of placement on the salary schedule and 
other monetary reimbursement is the prerogative of the Chief School Officer and the Board of 
Education of the General Brown Central School District. 
4. Determination of appropriate job specifications for each of those positions represented by the 
General Brown School Related Personnel Union is the prerogative of the Chief School Officer 
and the Board of Education of the General Brown Central School District. 
5. Any unit member moving to a more responsible position will never be paid less than he was 
earning prior to changing positions. There will be an agreement between the individual and the 
Chief School Officer for exact placement on the salary schedule. 
6. Each returning member of the bargaining unit who was employed the preceding school year shall 
advance one step on July 1 of the new school year. 
7. A substitute will be paid at the beginning hourly rate of the position in which he/she is 
substituting. The exception to this will be that substitute school nurses will be paid 80% of the 
beginning hourly rate for a nurse. 
8. Any unit member assigned by the District to substitute in a different job title and to perform all 
the duties of that position, other than the duties of his or her own job title, for five (5) or more 
consecutive work days shall be compensated back to the first consecutive day either the unit 
member's current salary rate, or the Step 1 rate for the job title that the unit member is temporarily 
assigned by the District, whichever is the higher rate. If the District assigns the unit member to 
another job title on a temporary basis, the unit member shall only be required to perform the job 
functions of that job title during the time that the unit member is so assigned to that job title by 
the District. 
Cafeteria: 
1. Work days will be any days between the day after Labor Day and school closing in June (while 
school is in session except as noted in the contract) as may be required. 
2. If a unit member has worked the regular work day and is requested to work on any banquet, such 
time shall be at time and one-half rate. 
3. Cafeteria employees shall test the day's menu. All other working personnel will pay for their 
lunch. Guests of the district will not pay. 
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4. All cafeteria employees shall be granted one-half hour lunch period during each day. It shall be 
set up on a schedule basis to cover all employees (working more than 4 hours per day). 
5. Cafeteria personnel selected by ihe administration are to become trained and be available to 
operate the cash registers in each cafeteria. 
Custodian: 
1. Any custodian who is assigned any building check shall be compensated by either (a) or (b): 
a. The custodian shall be released from work for one and one-half (1 Vi) hours for each 
building check assigned, at a time agreed to by the custodian and the District within the 
five (5) day period preceding the date of such assignment; or 
b. The custodian shall be paid one and one-half (l'/i) hours for each building check 
assigned. 
The choice of (a) or (b) shall be that of the Superintendent after consultation with the operations 
manager. 
If the custodian so assigned is required to work over the normal hour, such additional time shall 
be compensated at the overtime rate. 
2. The Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds or his/her designee will assign work 
responsibilities when any personnel on a shift are absent. 
3. Ten and one-half month cleaners will work three weeks following closing of school in June and 
prior to the opening of school in September. By May 1, if possible, the District will notify these 
cleaners as to when they will be required to work during the months of July and August. 
4. a. Snow Removal - In September of each school year, the District will seek volunteers from 
each building for snow plowing duties. The District will compile a list of approved 
volunteers and give a copy to the GBSRP President. If the District does not receive 
enough volunteers to provide snow plowing coverage, the District can subcontract snow 
plowing services, in addition to the bargaining unit volunteers. The use of occasional 
sub-contractors will not be considered a waiver of exclusivity of bargaining unit work. 
b. If a bargaining unit member volunteers for snow plowing and is not placed on the 
approved list of snow plowers by the District, then the bargaining unit member may 
request in writing within five (5) working days to the Superintendent the reason(s) why 
the bargaining unit member was not placed on the approved list of snow plowers. The 
District shall respond within five (5) working days and provide the reason(s) for the 
bargaining unit member not being selected. The District reason(s) provided to the 
bargaining unit member shall not be grievable by the Association or the bargaining unit 
member. 
Secretary: 
Building secretaries assigned 10'/2 months, will work two weeks before the opening of school and 
one week following the closing of school. 
The District may assign starting and ending times for the workday within the following 
parameters without increasing the length of the workday - 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Notification of 
each secretary's work hours shall be determined by August 1 and shall remain in effect from 
September I through August 31 of each year. 
ansporrarion: 
All transportation personnel shall undergo a medical examination annually and more frequently 
if directed by the Chief School Officer. Examination shall be given by the school physician. 
All transportation personnel will attend all the State Education Department and/or Department 
of Transportation Refresher Training sessions with no additional pay. If such meetings are held 
outside the normal work day for bus drivers, the driver will be credited an equal amount of time 
during a staff development day at the Operations Manager or Assistant Transportation 
Supervisors' discretion. If compensation time is not granted during a staff development day, the 
driver will be paid at the hourly rate. 
All transportation personnel will attend any mandatory or required training courses as established 
by the State Education Department/or Department of Transportation (such as the Basic Bus 
Driving Course, etc.) at no cost to the District other than for transportation and tuition fees. 
Bus Driving Course: 
Effective July 1, 1980, al 1 school bus drivers who successfully complete the mandatory Basic Bus 
Driving Course will be paid $60.00. 
All school bus drivers will drive their routes (dry run) as scheduled by the director of 
transportation before school opens in September of each year. 
All transportation personnel will attend the "Personnel Orientation Session" before school opens 
in September of each school year. 
In regard to extra driving assignments, if a driver is paid on the 5 hour per day contract, a total 
of 25 hours per week, the driver may work only 15 hours in addition for extra driving 
assignments; or if he is paid on the 4 hour per day contract, a total of 20 hours per week, he may 
work only 20 more hours for extra driving. 
Maximum hours of extra driving for any driver will be 20 hours per week, and total driving hours 
shall not exceed 40 hours in a week unless specifically approved by the Chief School Officer on 
an individual basis. 
Extra runs will first be offered to regular drivers on a rotational basis. When a regular driver is 
not available to drive an extra run or they decline an extra run, the run may be assigned to a 
substitute driver. Extra runs that are one hour or less may be assigned without going up on 
rotation by the Operations Manager or Assistant Transportation Supervisor. 
a. Bus Driver Video Review 
A bus driver may request of his/her supervisor to review a particular video of his/her bus 
run. The supervisor will set up a time to review the video with the bus driver. 
b. The bus videos are not available to the general public for review and their use shall be 
limited to the administration, persons or agencies authorized by federal or state statutes 
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and regulations or court order. The District may be required to provide access to a 
particular bus video upon written request or court order to the District. When such a 
request is granted by the District, the bus driver will be notified in writing by the District. 
9. On extra driving trips, the bus driver must stay with the District employee in charge of the trip. 
[f the driver is to be dismissed early, it will be arranged with the Operations Manager or Assistant 
Transportation Supervisor, prior to commencement of the trip. 
Other Personnel: 
1. All other personnel work under the general provisions of this agreement and/or as directed by the 
Chief School Officer and the Board of Education. 
Employee Breaks: 
Bargaining unit members who work less than five (5) hours/day will have a 15-minute break assigned by 
their supervisor. Bargaining unit members, who work between five (5) hours/day, but less than seven (7) 
hours/day, shall have one 15-minute break and a 30-minute unpaid meal break. Bargaining unit members 
who work seven (7) or more hours/day shall have two 15-minute breaks and a 30-minute unpaid meal 
break. All meal breaks shall be assigned by the supervisor. Meal breaks shall be set by September 1 of 
each school year. 
Meal breaks for night cleaners shall be paid. 
The Occupational Therapist shall follow the teacher schedule regarding all breaks. 
Work Hours for 12-month Night Shift (3-11) Employees: 
1. During any school recess periods (when school is not in session) and during the months of July 
and August, 3 -11 shift unit members shall work day shift hours (i.e., 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.), 
Monday through Friday. Any 3-11 shift employee who volunteers to work the 3-11 shift during 
any recess period, or during the months of July and/or August, may do so with prior approval of 
the Superintendent of Schools. If any member of the custodial staff volunteers to work an 
alternative work schedule, including but not limited to 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., it shall in no way 
set a precedent for future work schedules. 
2. When schools are closed due to snow/emergency reasons, at least one employee assigned to the 
night shift 3-11, per building, shall work that shift. The Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
will determine, on a rotational basis, which employee will work the 3-11 shift. All other 3-11 
shift employees will report to work to commence their eight (8) hour shift within one (1) hour of 
being called in early by the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. If the employee does not 
report to work within one (1) hour after being called by the Superintendent of Buildings and 
Grounds, or if the employee does not respond to the call, that employee will work his/her regular 
3-11 shift. When a particular building is closed due to snow/emergency reasons, the above 
language will apply only to that building. 
3. If there is a school-sponsored event that extends beyond 4:00 p.m., the District may require one 
cleaner to work an alternative 8-hour schedule to avoid the payment of overtime and for purposes 
of adequately staffing the building. A school-sponsored event shall be defined as curricular or 
extracurricular events associated with the curriculum, or otherwise offered to students. It shall 
also mean any activity of instruction, practice or competition for students of the school. It shall 
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not include outside organizations using school facilities, nor shall it include summer sports camps. 
Hie work schedule, if at all practical, shall not extend beyond the conclusion of the event. 
4. The District shall first seek volunteers to work an alternative schedule when coverage is needed 
lor a school-sponsored event that extends beyond 4:00 p.m. If no volunteers are found, the 
District shall assign the shift on a rotating basis, beginning with the least senior cleaner and 
rotating based on seniority. 
5. If a school-sponsored event requiring additional coverage occurs on a Saturday, the Saturday 
cleaner shall work the normal day shift plus receive the offer of overtime for the additional hours 
required. 
ARTICLE XI 
BENEFITS FOR TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES 
A. Persons employed as temporary employees to fill a vacancy will be considered a member of the bargaining 
unit and will receive the following contractual benefits beginning with the first day of employment. 
1. Salary at Step I or higher of the local job title. 
2. Sick leave earned at the rate of one (1) day after each month employed. 
3. Personal leave earned at the rate of one (I) day per semester employed. 
4. Other leaves, absences and vacations as per the Agreement, Article VIII as follows: 
A. Bereavement; C. Workers' Compensation; E. Holidays; F. Jury Duty; G. Military; 
I. Religious Observance; L. Snow Days. 
5. Health Insurance, provided that employment is for a one semester period (or five months), subject 
to restrictions of the agreement and the health insurance carrier. 
6. Retirement 
7. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as being applicable to individuals hired for short 
periods of time during school vacation periods to perform specific functions. 
ARTICLE XII 
NOTICE OF VACANCIES 
A vacancy shall be defined as an unencumbered position within a job title in the bargaining unit. 
If the Superintendent determines that the filling of a unit vacancy is necessary for the efficient operation of the 
District or of the educational program, a temporary appointment may be made for up to one year. 
If the Superintendent determines that such vacancy requires permanent replacement, he or his agent shall notify 
the President of the Union, in writing, and shall cause to be posted in each building such vacancy notice prior to 
the position being filled. Such posting will be for a period of five (5) working days. Unit members interested in 
being considered for the vacancy shall notify the Superintendent, in writing, within the time limit specified in the 
notice of vacancy. 
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Among the factors that may be considered in the Superintendent's selection of a candidate to be recommended to 
the Board for appointment are an employee's length of service with the district, experience, physical fitness, and 
ability to perform the required duties. 
The parties recognize that the District is the final determiner of who is appointed to till a vacant position. 
ARTICLE XIII 
LAYOFF-RECALL PROCEDURES FOR NON-COMPETITIVE AND 
LABOR CLASS EMPLOYEES NOT COVERED BY CIVIL SERVICE LAW 
Should the District determine the need to reduce positions in this bargaining unit, the following procedures shall 
apply: 
1. The least senior unit member in the job title affected (See Appendix "2") shall be laid off first, then the 
next least senior and so on. 
1.1 A unit member may displace another unit member in the next lower job title within the 
department, provided the unit member has had more seniority in the department than an 
incumbent currently in that position. 
2. Employees shall be recalled to vacancies in titles from which they have been laid off in inverse order of 
layoff. 
2.1 Recall rights shall be limited to two years from the date of layoff. A member must exercise 
his/her recall right by indicating his/her intention within five business days of notification by the 
District. 
2.11 Notification shall be by certified mail, return receipt, mailed to the employee's last known 
address. 
2.12 Refusal to accept such a position shall result in loss of further recall rights. 
2.2 A recalled unit member shall return with all accrued benefits and seniority he/she had at the time 
of layoff. A recalled unit member will be placed on the next salary step higher than the salary 
step at the time of layoff, excluding longevity steps. 
ARTICLE XIV 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
This agreement is made pursuant to the general by-laws of the Board of Education of General Brown Central 
School as required under Article 14 of the Civil Service Law. A copy of such by-laws is attached. If any 
agreement is inconsistent with the by-laws, then the by-laws shall prevail. 
This agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitments between both parties and may be altered, 
changed, added to, deleted from or modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in a written 
and signed amendment to this agreement. 
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This agreement shall supersede all rules, regulations, or practices of the Employer which shall be contrary to or 
inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of this agreement shall be incorporated into and be considered a part 
of the established procedures of the Employer, as provided under the Employer's general rules and by-laws lor 
administering Article 14 of the Civil Service Law. 
Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the Employer and an individual non-teacher, 
heretofore executed, shall be subject to and consistent with the terms and conditions of this agreement and any 
individual arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expressly made subject to and consistent 
with the terms of this and subsequent agreements to be executed by the parties. If any individual arrangement or 
contract contains any language inconsistent with this agreement, this agreement, during its duration, shall be 
controlling. 
If any provision of this agreement or any application of the agreement to any non-teacher or group of non-teachers 
shall be deemed contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except 
to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect. 
Copies of the Board's rules and by-laws for application of Article 14 and copies of this agreement shall be 
mimeographed or printed at the expense of the Board and be provided to all non-teaching personnel now employed 
or hereafter employed by the Board within two weeks after its execution or employment if that occurs later. 
ARTICLE XV 
EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL FILES 
1. The official District employee personnel file shall be maintained in the District office. 
2. The employee's personnel file shall include all information required for the employee's position and the 
employee's performance in that position and other information deemed necessary by the employer. A unit 
member shall receive a copy of all information when it is placed in his/her file. 
3. A unit member shall be informed of any unfavorable material to be placed in his/her file. The unit 
member shall acknowledge that he/she has read the material, by affixing his/her signature. Such signature 
signifies that the unit member is aware of and has read the material to be filed, and does not necessarily 
indicate agreement with its contents. 
4. The unit member shall have the right to rebut any material filed, and his/her answer shall be placed in the 
file. Such answer shall be submitted to the Superintendent no later than fifteen (15) business days, 
Monday to Friday, from receipt of the material by the unit member. 
5. A unit member may review the contents of his/her file, excluding pre-employment recommendations, by 
making an appointment with the Superintendent. Review of such files shall be in the presence of a 
District office staff member, at a mutually agreeable time. 
6. When the Motor Vehicle Department requests to review the records of a bus driver, the District will 
provide materials required by law only. 
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ARTICLE XVI 
RETIREMENT INCENTIVE 
I. Unused sick leave at retirement - Any unit member retiring with 15 years of service in the General Brown 
Central School District shall be remunerated at the rate of $7.50 per day for any unit member working on 
a 7 hour per day schedule; $6.00 per day for any unit member working on a 5 hour per day schedule; or 
$4.50 per day for any unit member working less than 5 hours per day; of accumulated, unused sick leave 
up to a maximum of 100 days. The retirement must be a bonafide retirement according to the rules of the 
New York State Employees Retirement System. 
a. If a unit member dies while an active unit member, the district shall pay his/her estate the 
remuneration consistent with this benefit. 
OR 
II. Effective July 1, 2001 and thereafter, the District and the General Brown School Related Personnel 
Union agree that members who are 55 or older, with 20 years of service in the District and a member 
of the New York State Employees' Retirement System, shall be identified as eligible for the following 
benefit: 
a. Sick leave maximum days will be as follows: 
Ten month employees - 245 days 
Ten and one-half month employees - 255 days 
Twelve month employees - 265 days 
b. The district will enact (Section 4 lj) of the Now York State Employees' Retirement System which 
will allow eligible employees' to receive additional service credit for unused sick leave to be 
limited to the first 165 days of unused leave. 
c. Remaining Unused Sick Leave after Section 4 lj will be reimbursed on the following schedule: 
Up to 20% of the previous 12 consecutive months adjusted contract salary before your retirement 
date of the remaining unused sick leave after the (Section 4 lj) adjustment. 
First Step of Retirement Incentive 
50% of remaining days 
30% of Adjusted Contract per day rate 
Percent of Total Adjusted Contract 
Second Step of Retirement Incentive 
30% of remaining days 
30% of Adjusted Contract per day rate 
Percent of Total Adjusted Contract 
10 Month 
Employees 
1-40 Days 
0.15% 
6.00% 
41-64 Days 
0.25% 
6.00% 
WA Month 
Employees 
1-45 Days 
0.13% 
6.00% 
46-72 Days 
0.22% 
6.00% 
12 Month 
Employees 
1-50 Days 
0.12% 
6.00% 
51-80 Days 
0.20% 
6.00% 
24 
65-80 Days 
0.50% 
8.00% 
73-90 Days 
0.44% 
8.00% 
81-100 Days 
0.40% 
,8.00% 
20.00% 
80 
20.00% 
90 
20.00% 
100 
Third Step of Retirement Incentive 
20% of remaining days 
40% of Adjusted Contract per day rate 
Percent of Total Adjusted Contract 
Total Percentage of Final Adjusted Contract 
Year Worked 
Maximum 20% Paid Sick Days 
Any eligible unit member who submits a letter of intent to retire to the Chief School Officer at 
least seven (7) months prior to his/her effective date of retirement, and thereafter submits his/her 
official resignation for retirement purposes at least ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of 
retirement, shall receive the above incentive. 
The final retirement incentive check will be computed and delivered on the following bi-weekly 
payroll after retirement. 
The unit member must obtain an approved retirement from the New York State Employees' 
Retirement System. 
Due to unique or exceptional circumstances, and upon recommendation of the Superintendent, 
the Board shall waive the eligibility or qualification rules set forth above so as to allow an 
otherwise ineligible employee to receive this benefit. 
d. See Article VIII, Section P, (Sick Leave Bank) Sub Section 3 (Procedures and Restrictions) Sub 
Section C, 1. 
A retiring employee will not receive double payment for sick days accumulated at retirement. 
They must choose between benefit I or benefit II. 
ARTICLE XVII 
SALARY AND WORK YEAR PER DIEM CALCULATIONS 
A. The salary increases for the term of this contract only are: 
2009 - 2010 3.75% inclusive of increment 
2010 - 2011 3.75% inclusive of increment 
2011 - 2012 3.75% inclusive of increment 
Salary scales reflecting these increases are attached as Appendix I. 
B. Work Year/Per Diem Calculations 
a. For purposes of overtime: 
10 months = l/180,h 
10.5 months = 1/195* 
11 months = 1/200* 
12 months = 1/260* 
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b. For payroll deductions: 
10 months = l/200lh 
10.5 months = 1/215'" 
I I months = 1/220'" 
12 months = l/260,h 
ARTICLE XVIII 
NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT WITH SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL 
AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Pursuant to Section 204a of the Taylor Law: 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT 
REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF 
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME 
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
Previously negotiated agreements remain in effect unless specifically rescinded or superseded by this 
agreement and this completes action on all proposals and counter proposals. 
This negotiated agreement shall be effective from July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2012. 
In the event either party wishes to amend this agreement, notice may be given by November 15 of each year 
during this life of this agreement and negotiations aimed at mutual agreement on such proposed amendments 
shall proceed. Such agreed amendments shall take effect beginning the following July 1, if made a part of an 
extension agreement, or at such other time as mutually agreeable if ratified by the Union and the Board of 
Education. 
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2009-2010 APPENDIX I 
SALARY SCALES 
A: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
E 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Secretary-12 Mo. 
Salary 
2009-10 
1126 
22668 
23794 
24920 
26046 
27172 
28298 
29424 
30550 
30550 
31676 
31676 
31676 
32802 
32802 
33928 
33928 
33928 
33928 
33928 
35054 
Sr. Mechanic 
Salary 
2009-10 
1346 
27080 
28426 
29772 
31118 
32464 
33810 
35156 
36502 
36502 
37848 
37848 
37848 
39194 
39194 
40540 
40540 
40540 
40540 
40540 
41886 
B: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
F 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Secretary 10.5 Mo 
Salary 
2009-10 
844 
16987 
17831 
18675 
19519 
20363 
21207 
22051 
22895 
22895 
23739 
23739 
23739 
24583 
24583 
25427 
25427 
25427 
25427 
25427 
26271 
Mechanic/ Helper 
Salary 
2009-10 
1229 
24734 
25963 
27192 
28421 
29650 
30879 
32108 
33337 
33337 
34566 
34566 
34566 
35795 
35795 
37024 
37024 
37024 
37024 
37024 
38253 
C: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
G. 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Clerk/Typist 10.5 Mo 
Salary 
2009-10 
776 
15612 
16388 
17164 
17940 
18716 
19492 
20268 
21044 
21044 
21820 
21820 
21820 
22596 
22596 
23372 
23372 
23372 
23372 
23372 
24148 
Driver Service 
Salary 
2009-10 
1164 
23433 
24597 
25761 
26925 
28089 
29253 
30417 
31581 
31581 
32745 
32745 
32745 
33909 
33909 
35073 
35073 
35073 
35073 
35073 
36237 
D: Guid. Cnslr. Asst. 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
H. 
2009-10 
973 
19589 
20562 
21535 
22508 
23481 
24454 
25427 
26400 
26400 
27373 
27373 
27373 
28346 
28346 
29319 
29319 
29319 
29319 
29319 
30292 
Bus Driver 5 Hours 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2009-10 
605 
12167 
12772 
13377 
13982 
14587 
15192 
15797 
16402 
16402 
17007 
17007 
17007 
17612 
17612 
18217 
18217 
18217 
18217 
18217 
18822 
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2010-2011 
SALARY SCALES 
APPENDIX I 
A: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
E 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Secretary- 12 Month! 
Salary 
2010-11 
1126 
22910 
24036 
25162 
26288 
27414 
28540 
29666 
30792 
30792 
31918 
31918 
31918 
33044 
33044 
34170 
34170 
35296 
35296 
35296 
36422 
Sr. Mechanic 
Salary 
2010-11 
1346 
27369 
28715 
30061 
31407 
32753 
34099 
35445 
36791 
36791 
38137 
38137 
38137 
39483 
39483 
40829 
40829 
42175 
42175 
42175 
43521 
= B: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
F 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Secretary 10.5 Mo 
Salary 
2010-11 
844 
17169 
18013 
18857 
19701 
20545 
21389 
22233 
23077 
23077 
23921 
23921 
23921 
24765 
24765 
25609 
25609 
26453 
26453 
26453 
27297 
Mechanic/ Helper 
Salary 
2010-11 
1229 
24998 
26227 
27456 
28685 
29914 
31143 
32372 
33601 
33601 
34830 
34830 
34830 
36059 
36059 
37288 
37288 
38517 
38517 
38517 
39746 
C: 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
G. 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Clerk/Typist 10.5 Mo 
Salary 
2010-11 
776 
15779 
16555 
17331 
18107 
18883 
19659 
20435 
21211 
21211 
21987 
21987 
21987 
22763 
22763 
23539 
23539 
24315 
24315 
24315 
25091 
Driver Service 
Salary 
2010-11 
1164 
23683 
24847 
26011 
27175 
28339 
29503 
30667 
31831 
31831 
32995 
32995 
32995 
34159 
34159 
35323 
35323 
36487 
36487 
36487 
37651 
D: Guid. Cnslr. Asst. 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
H. 
2010-11 
973 
19798 
20771 
21744 
22717 
23690 
24663 
25636 
26609 
26609 
27582 
27582 
27582 
28555 
28555 
29528 
29528 
30501 
30501 
30501 
31474 
Bus Driver 5 Hours 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2010-11 
605 
12297 
12902 
13507 
14112 
14717 
15322 
15927 
16532 
16532 
17137 
17137 
17137 
17742 
17742 
18347 
18347 
18952 
18952 
18952 
19557 
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2010-2011 APPENDIX I 
SALARY SCALES 
Q 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Cook 
Salary 
2010-11 
680 
13824 
14504 
15184 
15864 
16544 
17224 
17904 
18584 
18584 
19264 
19264 
19264 
19944 
19944 
20624 
20624 
21304 
21304 
21304 
21984 
R. 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Cashier 
Salary 
2010-11 
224 
4562 
4786 
5010 
5234 
5458 
5682 
5906 
6130 
6130 
6354 
6354 
6354 
6578 
6578 
6802 
6802 
7026 
7026 
7026 
7250 
S. Food Ser. Helper 6 hr. T. Food Ser. Helper 5 hr. 
U. Food Ser. Helper 4 hr V. Teacher Aide 7 Hrs 
Step 
INC » 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Salary 
2010-11 
299 
6081 
6380 
6679 
6978 
7277 
7576 
7875 
8174 
8174 
8473 
8473 
8473 
8772 
8772 
9071 
9071 
9370 
9370 
9370 
9669 
Step 
INC 
3
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Salary 
2010-11 
565 
11498 
12063 
12628 
13193 
13758 
14323 
14888 
15453 
15453 
16018 
16018 
16018 
16583 
16583 
17148 
17148 
17713 
17713 
17713 
18278 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
W 
Step 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Salary 
2010-11 
449 
9128 
9577 
10026 
10475 
10924 
11373 
11822 
12271 
12271 
12720 
12720 
12720 
13169 
13169 
13618 
13618 
14067 
14067 
14067 
14516 
Teacher Aide 4 Hrs 
Salary 
2010-11 
323 
6565 
6888 
7211 
7534 
7857 
8180 
8503 
8826 
8826 
9149 
9149 
9149 
9472 
9472 
9795 
9795 
10118 
10118 
10118 
10441 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
X 
2010-11 
374 
7606 
7980 
8354 
8728 
9102 
9476 
9850 
10224 
10224 
10598 
10598 
10598 
10972 
10972 
11346 
11346 
11720 
11720 
11720 
12094 
Teacher Aide 2.5 Hrs 
Step Salary 
INC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2010-11 
202 
4110 
4312 
4514 
4716 
4918 
5120 
5322 
5524 
5524 
5726 
5726 
5726 
5928 
5928 
6130 
6130 
6332 
6332 
6332 
6534 
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Appendix 2 
DEFINITIONS RELATING TO SENIORITY 
1) DEPARTMENTS and JOB TITLES BY GRADE RANKING for purposes 
of this article shall be: 
CUSTODIAL 
Custodian: High School, Brownville, Dexter 
Cleaner 
OFFICE PERSONNEL 
Guidance Counselor - Assistant 
Secretary 
Clerk-Typist 
TEACHER AIDE 
Aide 
NURSE 
MECHANIC 
Senior Mechanic 
Mechanic 
BUS DRIVERS 
Service - 12 months (separate) 
Driver 
CAFETERIA 
Cook - Central Kitchen 
Food Service Helper 
1) Seniority is defined as continuous service within a local job title for purposes of layoff and 
recall. 
2) Substitute service shall not be counted towards seniority. This does not preclude the District 
from placing an unit member on a step higher than the first of the salary schedules because of 
other work experience. 
3) Prior to any layoff, the Superintendent shall prepare and submit to the President of the 
Association seniority lists for each of the several job titles within the bargaining unit. Any 
discrepancy in the list shall be brought to the attention of the Superintendent within five (5) 
days. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 

